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FIG. 2. Ratio of the measured charged-particle distributions before and after the subtraction of the UE and fake tracks as a function of pch
T

for p
jet
T in the range 126–158 GeV for 0–10% (left), 30–40% (middle), and 60–80% (right) centrality. The uncertainties are smaller than the

marker size in all cases for which there is a significant UE.
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T ) represent the

number of associated tracks within the given z or pch
T range,

respectively corrected for the track reconstruction efficiency.
The efficiency correction is applied as a 1/ε(pch

T , p
jet
T , y jet )

weight on a track-by-track basis, assuming pch
T = ptruth

T . While
that assumption is not strictly valid, the efficiency varies
sufficiently slowly with ptruth

T that the error introduced by this
assumption is less than 1%.

Tracks which are not correlated with the jet need to be
subtracted from the measured distributions; these tracks come
from both fake tracks and the UE. In Pb+Pb collisions,
contributions to the fragmentation functions from the charged
particles originating from the UE in Pb+Pb collisions are
subtracted. This contribution is evaluated as a function of
charge particle z or pch

T , y jet , p
jet
T , and the collision centrality.

Additionally, the measured track yields in pp and Pb+Pb
collisions are corrected for the presence of fake tracks.

The UE contribution is determined for each measured jet
using a grid of R = 0.4 cones spanning the full coverage of
the inner detector and following the method introduced in
Ref. [14]. The method is applied to events containing jets
included in the analysis. The cones have a fixed distance
between their centers chosen such that the inner detector
acceptance is uniformly covered while avoiding overlaps.
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FIG. 3. Ratios Dsub(z)/D(z) (left) and Dsub(pch
T )/D(pT) (right) for pp and 0–10% central Pb+Pb collisions for 126 < p

jet
T < 158 GeV

(top) and 251 < p
jet
T < 316 GeV (bottom) for |y jet| < 2.1. The error bars show the statistical uncertainties and the boxes show the systematic

uncertainties in the unfolding procedure.
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Unfolding
• Unfolding has up to a 20% effect

• Corrects for

• Steeply falling distributions at large pT, 
high z
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Unfolding
• Unfolding has up to a 20% effect

• Corrects for

• Steeply falling distributions at large pT, 
high z

• Finite jet energy and track momentum 
resolution 
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Unfolding
• Unfolding has up to a 20% effect

• Corrects for

• Steeply falling distributions at large pT, 
high z

• Finite jet energy and track momentum 
resolution 

• Parton flavor dependent jet response
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Fig. 51 Difference in jet response R = pjet
T /ptruth

T of isolated jets initi-
ated by light quarks and gluons as a function of the true jet pT, for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.4 in the barrel calorimeter. Three different calibration
schemes are shown for a the EM+JES calibration, b the LCW+JES

calibration, and c the alternative Global Sequential (GS) [3] scheme.
Three different MC simulation samples are also shown, Pythia (solid
red circles), Herwig++ (open blue circles) and Pythia Perugia2011
(open black squares)

Figure 51 shows the jet response difference between jets
initiated by light quarks and gluons in the central |ηdet|
region of ATLAS for Pythia (standard ATLAS MC11 tune),
Pythia (Perugia2011 tune) and Herwig++. Comparisons
between the first two simulations show the impact of the
underlying event tune on the response differences. Compar-
isons between Pythia and Herwig++ provide an estimate
of the impact of differences in the modelling of the par-
ton shower, fragmentation and hadronisation for generators
modelling the jet fragmentation well within the constraints
provided by data. The differences in the response between
these two models are large, while the effect of the underlying
event tune is small, as can be seen by comparing the standard
Pythia MC11 tune with the Perugia2011 tune.

Further analysis of the large differences between Pythia
and Herwig++ indicate that the cause is almost exclusively
the difference in the response to gluon jets. This leads to a siz-
able response difference for the inclusive jet sample, which
in the lower-pT region has mainly gluon-initiated jets in the
final state. Significantly smaller differences are observed in
the samples used to calibrate the absolute jet response in the
lower-pT regime, like γ -jet and Z -jet, which have a dominant
contribution from light-quark jets.

The systematic effect illustrated by the difference between
the two MC simulations can be included as an additional
systematic uncertainty. For this, the response variation #RS
for a given event sample S can be written as

#RS = # fg (Rg − 1) + # fuds(Ruds − 1)

+ fg #Rg + fuds#Ruds + fb#Rb + fc#Rc,

(17)

where Rg , Ruds , Rl , and Rb refer to the response to jets initi-
ated by gluons, light (u, d, s) quarks, c-quarks, and b-quarks,
with # denoting the uncertainty on the respective variable.

The fractions fx refer to the fractions of jets with a given
partonic flavour x ∈ {g , uds, c, b} in the sample s. Under
the simplifying assumption that the jet energy scale uncer-
tainty is established in situ for light-quark jets and that it is
the same for jets from b-quarks and c-quarks, Eq. (17) can
be simplified to

#RS = # fq(Rq − Rg ) + #Rq + fg #Rex
g , (18)

where #Rq ≡ #Ruds ≡ #Rb ≡ #Rc and fq = fuds +
fl + fb = 1 − fg . The additional term #Rex

g reflects an
additional variation that represents the uncertainty on the
response of gluon jets that arises from the systematic effects
captured by the different MC simulations. Note that the first
term of this equation is used to estimate the effect of the
results shown in Fig. 51 on the systematic uncertainty of the
jet energy scale in a sample of imprecisely known flavour
composition.

The additional termRex
g was not added to the 2010 ATLAS

jet energy scale uncertainty for simplicity, since it was much
smaller than the dominant contributing effects. The improve-
ments in the jet energy measurement achieved with the
2011 dataset require this more careful treatment. Using the
response difference Rq − Rg with the EM+JES calibration
at low pT shown in Fig. 51, the uncertainty on Rex

g amounts
to about 3 % in a sample with 75 % gluon content, which
is close to the inclusive jet sample. It is reduced to about
1 % in a sample with 25 % gluon content, as expected for
t t̄ with radiation. The uncertainty at high pT is smaller than
1 %. This term in the uncertainty can also be reduced by a
factor of 2 or more when using the more evolved calibration
schemes LCW+JES or GS.

The in situ jet energy scale uncertainty is derived using
γ -jet and Z -jet samples, which at low pT are dominated
by light-quark jets. The expression for the total uncertainty
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Fig. 51 Difference in jet response R = pjet
T /ptruth

T of isolated jets initi-
ated by light quarks and gluons as a function of the true jet pT, for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.4 in the barrel calorimeter. Three different calibration
schemes are shown for a the EM+JES calibration, b the LCW+JES

calibration, and c the alternative Global Sequential (GS) [3] scheme.
Three different MC simulation samples are also shown, Pythia (solid
red circles), Herwig++ (open blue circles) and Pythia Perugia2011
(open black squares)

Figure 51 shows the jet response difference between jets
initiated by light quarks and gluons in the central |ηdet|
region of ATLAS for Pythia (standard ATLAS MC11 tune),
Pythia (Perugia2011 tune) and Herwig++. Comparisons
between the first two simulations show the impact of the
underlying event tune on the response differences. Compar-
isons between Pythia and Herwig++ provide an estimate
of the impact of differences in the modelling of the par-
ton shower, fragmentation and hadronisation for generators
modelling the jet fragmentation well within the constraints
provided by data. The differences in the response between
these two models are large, while the effect of the underlying
event tune is small, as can be seen by comparing the standard
Pythia MC11 tune with the Perugia2011 tune.

Further analysis of the large differences between Pythia
and Herwig++ indicate that the cause is almost exclusively
the difference in the response to gluon jets. This leads to a siz-
able response difference for the inclusive jet sample, which
in the lower-pT region has mainly gluon-initiated jets in the
final state. Significantly smaller differences are observed in
the samples used to calibrate the absolute jet response in the
lower-pT regime, like γ -jet and Z -jet, which have a dominant
contribution from light-quark jets.

The systematic effect illustrated by the difference between
the two MC simulations can be included as an additional
systematic uncertainty. For this, the response variation #RS
for a given event sample S can be written as

#RS = # fg (Rg − 1) + # fuds(Ruds − 1)

+ fg #Rg + fuds#Ruds + fb#Rb + fc#Rc,

(17)

where Rg , Ruds , Rl , and Rb refer to the response to jets initi-
ated by gluons, light (u, d, s) quarks, c-quarks, and b-quarks,
with # denoting the uncertainty on the respective variable.

The fractions fx refer to the fractions of jets with a given
partonic flavour x ∈ {g , uds, c, b} in the sample s. Under
the simplifying assumption that the jet energy scale uncer-
tainty is established in situ for light-quark jets and that it is
the same for jets from b-quarks and c-quarks, Eq. (17) can
be simplified to

#RS = # fq(Rq − Rg ) + #Rq + fg #Rex
g , (18)

where #Rq ≡ #Ruds ≡ #Rb ≡ #Rc and fq = fuds +
fl + fb = 1 − fg . The additional term #Rex

g reflects an
additional variation that represents the uncertainty on the
response of gluon jets that arises from the systematic effects
captured by the different MC simulations. Note that the first
term of this equation is used to estimate the effect of the
results shown in Fig. 51 on the systematic uncertainty of the
jet energy scale in a sample of imprecisely known flavour
composition.

The additional termRex
g was not added to the 2010 ATLAS

jet energy scale uncertainty for simplicity, since it was much
smaller than the dominant contributing effects. The improve-
ments in the jet energy measurement achieved with the
2011 dataset require this more careful treatment. Using the
response difference Rq − Rg with the EM+JES calibration
at low pT shown in Fig. 51, the uncertainty on Rex

g amounts
to about 3 % in a sample with 75 % gluon content, which
is close to the inclusive jet sample. It is reduced to about
1 % in a sample with 25 % gluon content, as expected for
t t̄ with radiation. The uncertainty at high pT is smaller than
1 %. This term in the uncertainty can also be reduced by a
factor of 2 or more when using the more evolved calibration
schemes LCW+JES or GS.

The in situ jet energy scale uncertainty is derived using
γ -jet and Z -jet samples, which at low pT are dominated
by light-quark jets. The expression for the total uncertainty
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Fig. 51 Difference in jet response R = pjet
T /ptruth

T of isolated jets initi-
ated by light quarks and gluons as a function of the true jet pT, for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.4 in the barrel calorimeter. Three different calibration
schemes are shown for a the EM+JES calibration, b the LCW+JES

calibration, and c the alternative Global Sequential (GS) [3] scheme.
Three different MC simulation samples are also shown, Pythia (solid
red circles), Herwig++ (open blue circles) and Pythia Perugia2011
(open black squares)

Figure 51 shows the jet response difference between jets
initiated by light quarks and gluons in the central |ηdet|
region of ATLAS for Pythia (standard ATLAS MC11 tune),
Pythia (Perugia2011 tune) and Herwig++. Comparisons
between the first two simulations show the impact of the
underlying event tune on the response differences. Compar-
isons between Pythia and Herwig++ provide an estimate
of the impact of differences in the modelling of the par-
ton shower, fragmentation and hadronisation for generators
modelling the jet fragmentation well within the constraints
provided by data. The differences in the response between
these two models are large, while the effect of the underlying
event tune is small, as can be seen by comparing the standard
Pythia MC11 tune with the Perugia2011 tune.

Further analysis of the large differences between Pythia
and Herwig++ indicate that the cause is almost exclusively
the difference in the response to gluon jets. This leads to a siz-
able response difference for the inclusive jet sample, which
in the lower-pT region has mainly gluon-initiated jets in the
final state. Significantly smaller differences are observed in
the samples used to calibrate the absolute jet response in the
lower-pT regime, like γ -jet and Z -jet, which have a dominant
contribution from light-quark jets.

The systematic effect illustrated by the difference between
the two MC simulations can be included as an additional
systematic uncertainty. For this, the response variation #RS
for a given event sample S can be written as

#RS = # fg (Rg − 1) + # fuds(Ruds − 1)

+ fg #Rg + fuds#Ruds + fb#Rb + fc#Rc,

(17)

where Rg , Ruds , Rl , and Rb refer to the response to jets initi-
ated by gluons, light (u, d, s) quarks, c-quarks, and b-quarks,
with # denoting the uncertainty on the respective variable.

The fractions fx refer to the fractions of jets with a given
partonic flavour x ∈ {g , uds, c, b} in the sample s. Under
the simplifying assumption that the jet energy scale uncer-
tainty is established in situ for light-quark jets and that it is
the same for jets from b-quarks and c-quarks, Eq. (17) can
be simplified to

#RS = # fq(Rq − Rg ) + #Rq + fg #Rex
g , (18)

where #Rq ≡ #Ruds ≡ #Rb ≡ #Rc and fq = fuds +
fl + fb = 1 − fg . The additional term #Rex

g reflects an
additional variation that represents the uncertainty on the
response of gluon jets that arises from the systematic effects
captured by the different MC simulations. Note that the first
term of this equation is used to estimate the effect of the
results shown in Fig. 51 on the systematic uncertainty of the
jet energy scale in a sample of imprecisely known flavour
composition.

The additional termRex
g was not added to the 2010 ATLAS

jet energy scale uncertainty for simplicity, since it was much
smaller than the dominant contributing effects. The improve-
ments in the jet energy measurement achieved with the
2011 dataset require this more careful treatment. Using the
response difference Rq − Rg with the EM+JES calibration
at low pT shown in Fig. 51, the uncertainty on Rex

g amounts
to about 3 % in a sample with 75 % gluon content, which
is close to the inclusive jet sample. It is reduced to about
1 % in a sample with 25 % gluon content, as expected for
t t̄ with radiation. The uncertainty at high pT is smaller than
1 %. This term in the uncertainty can also be reduced by a
factor of 2 or more when using the more evolved calibration
schemes LCW+JES or GS.

The in situ jet energy scale uncertainty is derived using
γ -jet and Z -jet samples, which at low pT are dominated
by light-quark jets. The expression for the total uncertainty
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Fig. 51 Difference in jet response R = pjet
T /ptruth

T of isolated jets initi-
ated by light quarks and gluons as a function of the true jet pT, for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.4 in the barrel calorimeter. Three different calibration
schemes are shown for a the EM+JES calibration, b the LCW+JES

calibration, and c the alternative Global Sequential (GS) [3] scheme.
Three different MC simulation samples are also shown, Pythia (solid
red circles), Herwig++ (open blue circles) and Pythia Perugia2011
(open black squares)

Figure 51 shows the jet response difference between jets
initiated by light quarks and gluons in the central |ηdet|
region of ATLAS for Pythia (standard ATLAS MC11 tune),
Pythia (Perugia2011 tune) and Herwig++. Comparisons
between the first two simulations show the impact of the
underlying event tune on the response differences. Compar-
isons between Pythia and Herwig++ provide an estimate
of the impact of differences in the modelling of the par-
ton shower, fragmentation and hadronisation for generators
modelling the jet fragmentation well within the constraints
provided by data. The differences in the response between
these two models are large, while the effect of the underlying
event tune is small, as can be seen by comparing the standard
Pythia MC11 tune with the Perugia2011 tune.

Further analysis of the large differences between Pythia
and Herwig++ indicate that the cause is almost exclusively
the difference in the response to gluon jets. This leads to a siz-
able response difference for the inclusive jet sample, which
in the lower-pT region has mainly gluon-initiated jets in the
final state. Significantly smaller differences are observed in
the samples used to calibrate the absolute jet response in the
lower-pT regime, like γ -jet and Z -jet, which have a dominant
contribution from light-quark jets.

The systematic effect illustrated by the difference between
the two MC simulations can be included as an additional
systematic uncertainty. For this, the response variation #RS
for a given event sample S can be written as

#RS = # fg (Rg − 1) + # fuds(Ruds − 1)

+ fg #Rg + fuds#Ruds + fb#Rb + fc#Rc,

(17)

where Rg , Ruds , Rl , and Rb refer to the response to jets initi-
ated by gluons, light (u, d, s) quarks, c-quarks, and b-quarks,
with # denoting the uncertainty on the respective variable.

The fractions fx refer to the fractions of jets with a given
partonic flavour x ∈ {g , uds, c, b} in the sample s. Under
the simplifying assumption that the jet energy scale uncer-
tainty is established in situ for light-quark jets and that it is
the same for jets from b-quarks and c-quarks, Eq. (17) can
be simplified to

#RS = # fq(Rq − Rg ) + #Rq + fg #Rex
g , (18)

where #Rq ≡ #Ruds ≡ #Rb ≡ #Rc and fq = fuds +
fl + fb = 1 − fg . The additional term #Rex

g reflects an
additional variation that represents the uncertainty on the
response of gluon jets that arises from the systematic effects
captured by the different MC simulations. Note that the first
term of this equation is used to estimate the effect of the
results shown in Fig. 51 on the systematic uncertainty of the
jet energy scale in a sample of imprecisely known flavour
composition.

The additional termRex
g was not added to the 2010 ATLAS

jet energy scale uncertainty for simplicity, since it was much
smaller than the dominant contributing effects. The improve-
ments in the jet energy measurement achieved with the
2011 dataset require this more careful treatment. Using the
response difference Rq − Rg with the EM+JES calibration
at low pT shown in Fig. 51, the uncertainty on Rex

g amounts
to about 3 % in a sample with 75 % gluon content, which
is close to the inclusive jet sample. It is reduced to about
1 % in a sample with 25 % gluon content, as expected for
t t̄ with radiation. The uncertainty at high pT is smaller than
1 %. This term in the uncertainty can also be reduced by a
factor of 2 or more when using the more evolved calibration
schemes LCW+JES or GS.

The in situ jet energy scale uncertainty is derived using
γ -jet and Z -jet samples, which at low pT are dominated
by light-quark jets. The expression for the total uncertainty
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FIG. 2. Ratio of the measured charged-particle distributions before and after the subtraction of the UE and fake tracks as a function of pch
T

for p
jet
T in the range 126–158 GeV for 0–10% (left), 30–40% (middle), and 60–80% (right) centrality. The uncertainties are smaller than the

marker size in all cases for which there is a significant UE.
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T that the error introduced by this
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Tracks which are not correlated with the jet need to be
subtracted from the measured distributions; these tracks come
from both fake tracks and the UE. In Pb+Pb collisions,
contributions to the fragmentation functions from the charged
particles originating from the UE in Pb+Pb collisions are
subtracted. This contribution is evaluated as a function of
charge particle z or pch

T , y jet , p
jet
T , and the collision centrality.

Additionally, the measured track yields in pp and Pb+Pb
collisions are corrected for the presence of fake tracks.

The UE contribution is determined for each measured jet
using a grid of R = 0.4 cones spanning the full coverage of
the inner detector and following the method introduced in
Ref. [14]. The method is applied to events containing jets
included in the analysis. The cones have a fixed distance
between their centers chosen such that the inner detector
acceptance is uniformly covered while avoiding overlaps.
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Fig. 51 Difference in jet response R = pjet
T /ptruth

T of isolated jets initi-
ated by light quarks and gluons as a function of the true jet pT, for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.4 in the barrel calorimeter. Three different calibration
schemes are shown for a the EM+JES calibration, b the LCW+JES

calibration, and c the alternative Global Sequential (GS) [3] scheme.
Three different MC simulation samples are also shown, Pythia (solid
red circles), Herwig++ (open blue circles) and Pythia Perugia2011
(open black squares)

Figure 51 shows the jet response difference between jets
initiated by light quarks and gluons in the central |ηdet|
region of ATLAS for Pythia (standard ATLAS MC11 tune),
Pythia (Perugia2011 tune) and Herwig++. Comparisons
between the first two simulations show the impact of the
underlying event tune on the response differences. Compar-
isons between Pythia and Herwig++ provide an estimate
of the impact of differences in the modelling of the par-
ton shower, fragmentation and hadronisation for generators
modelling the jet fragmentation well within the constraints
provided by data. The differences in the response between
these two models are large, while the effect of the underlying
event tune is small, as can be seen by comparing the standard
Pythia MC11 tune with the Perugia2011 tune.

Further analysis of the large differences between Pythia
and Herwig++ indicate that the cause is almost exclusively
the difference in the response to gluon jets. This leads to a siz-
able response difference for the inclusive jet sample, which
in the lower-pT region has mainly gluon-initiated jets in the
final state. Significantly smaller differences are observed in
the samples used to calibrate the absolute jet response in the
lower-pT regime, like γ -jet and Z -jet, which have a dominant
contribution from light-quark jets.

The systematic effect illustrated by the difference between
the two MC simulations can be included as an additional
systematic uncertainty. For this, the response variation #RS
for a given event sample S can be written as

#RS = # fg (Rg − 1) + # fuds(Ruds − 1)

+ fg #Rg + fuds#Ruds + fb#Rb + fc#Rc,

(17)

where Rg , Ruds , Rl , and Rb refer to the response to jets initi-
ated by gluons, light (u, d, s) quarks, c-quarks, and b-quarks,
with # denoting the uncertainty on the respective variable.

The fractions fx refer to the fractions of jets with a given
partonic flavour x ∈ {g , uds, c, b} in the sample s. Under
the simplifying assumption that the jet energy scale uncer-
tainty is established in situ for light-quark jets and that it is
the same for jets from b-quarks and c-quarks, Eq. (17) can
be simplified to

#RS = # fq(Rq − Rg ) + #Rq + fg #Rex
g , (18)

where #Rq ≡ #Ruds ≡ #Rb ≡ #Rc and fq = fuds +
fl + fb = 1 − fg . The additional term #Rex

g reflects an
additional variation that represents the uncertainty on the
response of gluon jets that arises from the systematic effects
captured by the different MC simulations. Note that the first
term of this equation is used to estimate the effect of the
results shown in Fig. 51 on the systematic uncertainty of the
jet energy scale in a sample of imprecisely known flavour
composition.

The additional termRex
g was not added to the 2010 ATLAS

jet energy scale uncertainty for simplicity, since it was much
smaller than the dominant contributing effects. The improve-
ments in the jet energy measurement achieved with the
2011 dataset require this more careful treatment. Using the
response difference Rq − Rg with the EM+JES calibration
at low pT shown in Fig. 51, the uncertainty on Rex

g amounts
to about 3 % in a sample with 75 % gluon content, which
is close to the inclusive jet sample. It is reduced to about
1 % in a sample with 25 % gluon content, as expected for
t t̄ with radiation. The uncertainty at high pT is smaller than
1 %. This term in the uncertainty can also be reduced by a
factor of 2 or more when using the more evolved calibration
schemes LCW+JES or GS.

The in situ jet energy scale uncertainty is derived using
γ -jet and Z -jet samples, which at low pT are dominated
by light-quark jets. The expression for the total uncertainty
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Fig. 51 Difference in jet response R = pjet
T /ptruth

T of isolated jets initi-
ated by light quarks and gluons as a function of the true jet pT, for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.4 in the barrel calorimeter. Three different calibration
schemes are shown for a the EM+JES calibration, b the LCW+JES

calibration, and c the alternative Global Sequential (GS) [3] scheme.
Three different MC simulation samples are also shown, Pythia (solid
red circles), Herwig++ (open blue circles) and Pythia Perugia2011
(open black squares)

Figure 51 shows the jet response difference between jets
initiated by light quarks and gluons in the central |ηdet|
region of ATLAS for Pythia (standard ATLAS MC11 tune),
Pythia (Perugia2011 tune) and Herwig++. Comparisons
between the first two simulations show the impact of the
underlying event tune on the response differences. Compar-
isons between Pythia and Herwig++ provide an estimate
of the impact of differences in the modelling of the par-
ton shower, fragmentation and hadronisation for generators
modelling the jet fragmentation well within the constraints
provided by data. The differences in the response between
these two models are large, while the effect of the underlying
event tune is small, as can be seen by comparing the standard
Pythia MC11 tune with the Perugia2011 tune.

Further analysis of the large differences between Pythia
and Herwig++ indicate that the cause is almost exclusively
the difference in the response to gluon jets. This leads to a siz-
able response difference for the inclusive jet sample, which
in the lower-pT region has mainly gluon-initiated jets in the
final state. Significantly smaller differences are observed in
the samples used to calibrate the absolute jet response in the
lower-pT regime, like γ -jet and Z -jet, which have a dominant
contribution from light-quark jets.

The systematic effect illustrated by the difference between
the two MC simulations can be included as an additional
systematic uncertainty. For this, the response variation #RS
for a given event sample S can be written as

#RS = # fg (Rg − 1) + # fuds(Ruds − 1)

+ fg #Rg + fuds#Ruds + fb#Rb + fc#Rc,

(17)

where Rg , Ruds , Rl , and Rb refer to the response to jets initi-
ated by gluons, light (u, d, s) quarks, c-quarks, and b-quarks,
with # denoting the uncertainty on the respective variable.

The fractions fx refer to the fractions of jets with a given
partonic flavour x ∈ {g , uds, c, b} in the sample s. Under
the simplifying assumption that the jet energy scale uncer-
tainty is established in situ for light-quark jets and that it is
the same for jets from b-quarks and c-quarks, Eq. (17) can
be simplified to

#RS = # fq(Rq − Rg ) + #Rq + fg #Rex
g , (18)

where #Rq ≡ #Ruds ≡ #Rb ≡ #Rc and fq = fuds +
fl + fb = 1 − fg . The additional term #Rex

g reflects an
additional variation that represents the uncertainty on the
response of gluon jets that arises from the systematic effects
captured by the different MC simulations. Note that the first
term of this equation is used to estimate the effect of the
results shown in Fig. 51 on the systematic uncertainty of the
jet energy scale in a sample of imprecisely known flavour
composition.

The additional termRex
g was not added to the 2010 ATLAS

jet energy scale uncertainty for simplicity, since it was much
smaller than the dominant contributing effects. The improve-
ments in the jet energy measurement achieved with the
2011 dataset require this more careful treatment. Using the
response difference Rq − Rg with the EM+JES calibration
at low pT shown in Fig. 51, the uncertainty on Rex

g amounts
to about 3 % in a sample with 75 % gluon content, which
is close to the inclusive jet sample. It is reduced to about
1 % in a sample with 25 % gluon content, as expected for
t t̄ with radiation. The uncertainty at high pT is smaller than
1 %. This term in the uncertainty can also be reduced by a
factor of 2 or more when using the more evolved calibration
schemes LCW+JES or GS.

The in situ jet energy scale uncertainty is derived using
γ -jet and Z -jet samples, which at low pT are dominated
by light-quark jets. The expression for the total uncertainty
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Fig. 51 Difference in jet response R = pjet
T /ptruth

T of isolated jets initi-
ated by light quarks and gluons as a function of the true jet pT, for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.4 in the barrel calorimeter. Three different calibration
schemes are shown for a the EM+JES calibration, b the LCW+JES

calibration, and c the alternative Global Sequential (GS) [3] scheme.
Three different MC simulation samples are also shown, Pythia (solid
red circles), Herwig++ (open blue circles) and Pythia Perugia2011
(open black squares)

Figure 51 shows the jet response difference between jets
initiated by light quarks and gluons in the central |ηdet|
region of ATLAS for Pythia (standard ATLAS MC11 tune),
Pythia (Perugia2011 tune) and Herwig++. Comparisons
between the first two simulations show the impact of the
underlying event tune on the response differences. Compar-
isons between Pythia and Herwig++ provide an estimate
of the impact of differences in the modelling of the par-
ton shower, fragmentation and hadronisation for generators
modelling the jet fragmentation well within the constraints
provided by data. The differences in the response between
these two models are large, while the effect of the underlying
event tune is small, as can be seen by comparing the standard
Pythia MC11 tune with the Perugia2011 tune.

Further analysis of the large differences between Pythia
and Herwig++ indicate that the cause is almost exclusively
the difference in the response to gluon jets. This leads to a siz-
able response difference for the inclusive jet sample, which
in the lower-pT region has mainly gluon-initiated jets in the
final state. Significantly smaller differences are observed in
the samples used to calibrate the absolute jet response in the
lower-pT regime, like γ -jet and Z -jet, which have a dominant
contribution from light-quark jets.

The systematic effect illustrated by the difference between
the two MC simulations can be included as an additional
systematic uncertainty. For this, the response variation #RS
for a given event sample S can be written as

#RS = # fg (Rg − 1) + # fuds(Ruds − 1)

+ fg #Rg + fuds#Ruds + fb#Rb + fc#Rc,

(17)

where Rg , Ruds , Rl , and Rb refer to the response to jets initi-
ated by gluons, light (u, d, s) quarks, c-quarks, and b-quarks,
with # denoting the uncertainty on the respective variable.

The fractions fx refer to the fractions of jets with a given
partonic flavour x ∈ {g , uds, c, b} in the sample s. Under
the simplifying assumption that the jet energy scale uncer-
tainty is established in situ for light-quark jets and that it is
the same for jets from b-quarks and c-quarks, Eq. (17) can
be simplified to

#RS = # fq(Rq − Rg ) + #Rq + fg #Rex
g , (18)

where #Rq ≡ #Ruds ≡ #Rb ≡ #Rc and fq = fuds +
fl + fb = 1 − fg . The additional term #Rex

g reflects an
additional variation that represents the uncertainty on the
response of gluon jets that arises from the systematic effects
captured by the different MC simulations. Note that the first
term of this equation is used to estimate the effect of the
results shown in Fig. 51 on the systematic uncertainty of the
jet energy scale in a sample of imprecisely known flavour
composition.

The additional termRex
g was not added to the 2010 ATLAS

jet energy scale uncertainty for simplicity, since it was much
smaller than the dominant contributing effects. The improve-
ments in the jet energy measurement achieved with the
2011 dataset require this more careful treatment. Using the
response difference Rq − Rg with the EM+JES calibration
at low pT shown in Fig. 51, the uncertainty on Rex

g amounts
to about 3 % in a sample with 75 % gluon content, which
is close to the inclusive jet sample. It is reduced to about
1 % in a sample with 25 % gluon content, as expected for
t t̄ with radiation. The uncertainty at high pT is smaller than
1 %. This term in the uncertainty can also be reduced by a
factor of 2 or more when using the more evolved calibration
schemes LCW+JES or GS.

The in situ jet energy scale uncertainty is derived using
γ -jet and Z -jet samples, which at low pT are dominated
by light-quark jets. The expression for the total uncertainty
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Fig. 51 Difference in jet response R = pjet
T /ptruth

T of isolated jets initi-
ated by light quarks and gluons as a function of the true jet pT, for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.4 in the barrel calorimeter. Three different calibration
schemes are shown for a the EM+JES calibration, b the LCW+JES

calibration, and c the alternative Global Sequential (GS) [3] scheme.
Three different MC simulation samples are also shown, Pythia (solid
red circles), Herwig++ (open blue circles) and Pythia Perugia2011
(open black squares)

Figure 51 shows the jet response difference between jets
initiated by light quarks and gluons in the central |ηdet|
region of ATLAS for Pythia (standard ATLAS MC11 tune),
Pythia (Perugia2011 tune) and Herwig++. Comparisons
between the first two simulations show the impact of the
underlying event tune on the response differences. Compar-
isons between Pythia and Herwig++ provide an estimate
of the impact of differences in the modelling of the par-
ton shower, fragmentation and hadronisation for generators
modelling the jet fragmentation well within the constraints
provided by data. The differences in the response between
these two models are large, while the effect of the underlying
event tune is small, as can be seen by comparing the standard
Pythia MC11 tune with the Perugia2011 tune.

Further analysis of the large differences between Pythia
and Herwig++ indicate that the cause is almost exclusively
the difference in the response to gluon jets. This leads to a siz-
able response difference for the inclusive jet sample, which
in the lower-pT region has mainly gluon-initiated jets in the
final state. Significantly smaller differences are observed in
the samples used to calibrate the absolute jet response in the
lower-pT regime, like γ -jet and Z -jet, which have a dominant
contribution from light-quark jets.

The systematic effect illustrated by the difference between
the two MC simulations can be included as an additional
systematic uncertainty. For this, the response variation #RS
for a given event sample S can be written as

#RS = # fg (Rg − 1) + # fuds(Ruds − 1)

+ fg #Rg + fuds#Ruds + fb#Rb + fc#Rc,

(17)

where Rg , Ruds , Rl , and Rb refer to the response to jets initi-
ated by gluons, light (u, d, s) quarks, c-quarks, and b-quarks,
with # denoting the uncertainty on the respective variable.

The fractions fx refer to the fractions of jets with a given
partonic flavour x ∈ {g , uds, c, b} in the sample s. Under
the simplifying assumption that the jet energy scale uncer-
tainty is established in situ for light-quark jets and that it is
the same for jets from b-quarks and c-quarks, Eq. (17) can
be simplified to

#RS = # fq(Rq − Rg ) + #Rq + fg #Rex
g , (18)

where #Rq ≡ #Ruds ≡ #Rb ≡ #Rc and fq = fuds +
fl + fb = 1 − fg . The additional term #Rex

g reflects an
additional variation that represents the uncertainty on the
response of gluon jets that arises from the systematic effects
captured by the different MC simulations. Note that the first
term of this equation is used to estimate the effect of the
results shown in Fig. 51 on the systematic uncertainty of the
jet energy scale in a sample of imprecisely known flavour
composition.

The additional termRex
g was not added to the 2010 ATLAS

jet energy scale uncertainty for simplicity, since it was much
smaller than the dominant contributing effects. The improve-
ments in the jet energy measurement achieved with the
2011 dataset require this more careful treatment. Using the
response difference Rq − Rg with the EM+JES calibration
at low pT shown in Fig. 51, the uncertainty on Rex

g amounts
to about 3 % in a sample with 75 % gluon content, which
is close to the inclusive jet sample. It is reduced to about
1 % in a sample with 25 % gluon content, as expected for
t t̄ with radiation. The uncertainty at high pT is smaller than
1 %. This term in the uncertainty can also be reduced by a
factor of 2 or more when using the more evolved calibration
schemes LCW+JES or GS.

The in situ jet energy scale uncertainty is derived using
γ -jet and Z -jet samples, which at low pT are dominated
by light-quark jets. The expression for the total uncertainty
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FIG. 2. Ratio of the measured charged-particle distributions before and after the subtraction of the UE and fake tracks as a function of pch
T

for p
jet
T in the range 126–158 GeV for 0–10% (left), 30–40% (middle), and 60–80% (right) centrality. The uncertainties are smaller than the

marker size in all cases for which there is a significant UE.

constructed as
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where the quantities !Nch(z) and !Nch(pch
T ) represent the

number of associated tracks within the given z or pch
T range,

respectively corrected for the track reconstruction efficiency.
The efficiency correction is applied as a 1/ε(pch

T , p
jet
T , y jet )

weight on a track-by-track basis, assuming pch
T = ptruth

T . While
that assumption is not strictly valid, the efficiency varies
sufficiently slowly with ptruth

T that the error introduced by this
assumption is less than 1%.

Tracks which are not correlated with the jet need to be
subtracted from the measured distributions; these tracks come
from both fake tracks and the UE. In Pb+Pb collisions,
contributions to the fragmentation functions from the charged
particles originating from the UE in Pb+Pb collisions are
subtracted. This contribution is evaluated as a function of
charge particle z or pch

T , y jet , p
jet
T , and the collision centrality.

Additionally, the measured track yields in pp and Pb+Pb
collisions are corrected for the presence of fake tracks.

The UE contribution is determined for each measured jet
using a grid of R = 0.4 cones spanning the full coverage of
the inner detector and following the method introduced in
Ref. [14]. The method is applied to events containing jets
included in the analysis. The cones have a fixed distance
between their centers chosen such that the inner detector
acceptance is uniformly covered while avoiding overlaps.
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FIG. 3. Ratios Dsub(z)/D(z) (left) and Dsub(pch
T )/D(pT) (right) for pp and 0–10% central Pb+Pb collisions for 126 < p

jet
T < 158 GeV

(top) and 251 < p
jet
T < 316 GeV (bottom) for |y jet| < 2.1. The error bars show the statistical uncertainties and the boxes show the systematic

uncertainties in the unfolding procedure.
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FIG. 6. Fragmentation functions, D(z) (left) and D(pT) (right), in pp collisions measured in five p
jet
T ranges from 126 to 398 GeV. The

vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties. In most cases, the
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shown in Fig. 3 for pp collisions and 0–10% central Pb+Pb
collisions. The magnitude of the unfolding effect varies as a
function of p

jet
T , pch

T , and centrality. The effect of the unfolding
is similar in pp and Pb+Pb collisions at low z and pT, but
for higher-momentum particles within the jet, the effect of the
unfolding in pp and Pb+Pb collisions differs by up to 25%
between the two collision systems for 126 < p

jet
T < 158 GeV.

This difference is due to UE fluctuations, which lead to poorer
jet energy resolution in Pb+Pb collisions than in pp collisions.

With increasing p
jet
T , the effect of UE fluctuations decreases;

for 251 < p
jet
T < 316 GeV the effect of the unfolding is similar

in Pb+Pb and pp collisions at all value of z and pT. The effect
of the unfolding is larger at high z and pT due to the steepness
of the fragmentation function near z = 1. The shaded boxes
in Fig. 3 show the size of systematic uncertainties associated
with the unfolding which originate from the sensitivity of the
unfolding to the shape of input MC distributions, as described
in the next section.
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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FIG. 12. Ratios of D(z) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated for five p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

Gaussian smearing procedure. The smearing factor is evaluated
using an in situ technique in 13 TeV pp data involving studies
of dijet energy balance [47,48]. An additional uncertainty is
included to account for differences between the heavy-ion-
style jet reconstruction and that used in analyses of 13 TeV pp
data. The size of the resulting uncertainty on the fragmentation
functions due to the JER typically reaches 10% for the highest
charged-particle z and pT bins and decreases with decreasing
charged-particle z and pT at fixed p

jet
T . The positive and

negative uncertainties from the JER are symmetrized.

The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by generating the
response matrices from the MC distributions without reweight-
ing in p

jet
T , D(z), and D(pT). An additional uncertainty is

assigned for the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions in
simulations, as described in Sec. V. The magnitude of the
uncertainty due to the unfolding and the nonclosure is typically
below 2% and 5%, respectively.

The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimation
of the UE contribution on the fragmentation functions has two
components. First, the parameter that excludes random cones
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• No jet pT dependence observed at high z for jets with pT up to 400 GeV
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FIG. 18. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) for 126–158 GeV jets for collision energies of 5.02 TeV (this analysis) and 2.76 TeV [16]. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

The shapes of the RD(z) and RD(pT) distributions are similar
for all centralities: inside the jets; the yields of particles with
low pT or z are enhanced; there is a reduction for particles
with intermediate pT or z; and the yields of particles with
high pT or z are enhanced. This is qualitatively consistent
with previous measurements of jet fragmentation at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV [14–16]; a quantitative comparison is provided in
Sec. VIII. The magnitudes of the deviations of the ratios from
unity decrease with decreasing collision centrality. In the most
central collisions, the size of the enhancement is as large as
70% at low pT or z and 30% at high pT or z. The depletion of
charged-particle yields at intermediate pT and z is as large as
20%. In some centrality andp

jet
T ranges there is a decrease of the

fragmentation functions at the highest z values. In this region
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are the largest; more
precise measurements are needed to determine if a significant
decrease exists.

Figures 14 and 15 show the RD(z) distributions for jets in
the most central and most forward rapidity intervals, 0.0–0.3
and 1.2–2.1, respectively, for the six centrality intervals used
in this analysis and for four p

jet
T intervals: 126–158, 158–

200, 200–251, and 251–316 GeV. Figures 16 and 17 show
RD(pT ) distributions for the same jet rapidity, centrality, and
p

jet
T ranges. In all rapidity ranges, the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions have the same qualitative shape and centrality
dependence as the rapidity-inclusive results presented above.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the previous section are
further discussed and compared to theoretical models.

In order to make a direct comparison with measurements at
2.76 TeV, Fig. 18 overlays the RD(z) and RD(pT ) distributions
measured in 2.76 TeV collisions [16] on those obtained in this

FIG. 19. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) ratios for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV

(crosses). The statistical uncertainties are shown as bars and the systematic uncertainties as outlined boxes.
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FIG. 18. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) for 126–158 GeV jets for collision energies of 5.02 TeV (this analysis) and 2.76 TeV [16]. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

The shapes of the RD(z) and RD(pT) distributions are similar
for all centralities: inside the jets; the yields of particles with
low pT or z are enhanced; there is a reduction for particles
with intermediate pT or z; and the yields of particles with
high pT or z are enhanced. This is qualitatively consistent
with previous measurements of jet fragmentation at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV [14–16]; a quantitative comparison is provided in
Sec. VIII. The magnitudes of the deviations of the ratios from
unity decrease with decreasing collision centrality. In the most
central collisions, the size of the enhancement is as large as
70% at low pT or z and 30% at high pT or z. The depletion of
charged-particle yields at intermediate pT and z is as large as
20%. In some centrality andp

jet
T ranges there is a decrease of the

fragmentation functions at the highest z values. In this region
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are the largest; more
precise measurements are needed to determine if a significant
decrease exists.

Figures 14 and 15 show the RD(z) distributions for jets in
the most central and most forward rapidity intervals, 0.0–0.3
and 1.2–2.1, respectively, for the six centrality intervals used
in this analysis and for four p

jet
T intervals: 126–158, 158–

200, 200–251, and 251–316 GeV. Figures 16 and 17 show
RD(pT ) distributions for the same jet rapidity, centrality, and
p

jet
T ranges. In all rapidity ranges, the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions have the same qualitative shape and centrality
dependence as the rapidity-inclusive results presented above.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the previous section are
further discussed and compared to theoretical models.

In order to make a direct comparison with measurements at
2.76 TeV, Fig. 18 overlays the RD(z) and RD(pT ) distributions
measured in 2.76 TeV collisions [16] on those obtained in this

FIG. 19. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) ratios for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV

(crosses). The statistical uncertainties are shown as bars and the systematic uncertainties as outlined boxes.
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FIG. 18. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) for 126–158 GeV jets for collision energies of 5.02 TeV (this analysis) and 2.76 TeV [16]. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

The shapes of the RD(z) and RD(pT) distributions are similar
for all centralities: inside the jets; the yields of particles with
low pT or z are enhanced; there is a reduction for particles
with intermediate pT or z; and the yields of particles with
high pT or z are enhanced. This is qualitatively consistent
with previous measurements of jet fragmentation at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV [14–16]; a quantitative comparison is provided in
Sec. VIII. The magnitudes of the deviations of the ratios from
unity decrease with decreasing collision centrality. In the most
central collisions, the size of the enhancement is as large as
70% at low pT or z and 30% at high pT or z. The depletion of
charged-particle yields at intermediate pT and z is as large as
20%. In some centrality andp

jet
T ranges there is a decrease of the

fragmentation functions at the highest z values. In this region
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are the largest; more
precise measurements are needed to determine if a significant
decrease exists.

Figures 14 and 15 show the RD(z) distributions for jets in
the most central and most forward rapidity intervals, 0.0–0.3
and 1.2–2.1, respectively, for the six centrality intervals used
in this analysis and for four p

jet
T intervals: 126–158, 158–

200, 200–251, and 251–316 GeV. Figures 16 and 17 show
RD(pT ) distributions for the same jet rapidity, centrality, and
p

jet
T ranges. In all rapidity ranges, the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions have the same qualitative shape and centrality
dependence as the rapidity-inclusive results presented above.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the previous section are
further discussed and compared to theoretical models.

In order to make a direct comparison with measurements at
2.76 TeV, Fig. 18 overlays the RD(z) and RD(pT ) distributions
measured in 2.76 TeV collisions [16] on those obtained in this

FIG. 19. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) ratios for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV

(crosses). The statistical uncertainties are shown as bars and the systematic uncertainties as outlined boxes.
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FIG. 18. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) for 126–158 GeV jets for collision energies of 5.02 TeV (this analysis) and 2.76 TeV [16]. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

The shapes of the RD(z) and RD(pT) distributions are similar
for all centralities: inside the jets; the yields of particles with
low pT or z are enhanced; there is a reduction for particles
with intermediate pT or z; and the yields of particles with
high pT or z are enhanced. This is qualitatively consistent
with previous measurements of jet fragmentation at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV [14–16]; a quantitative comparison is provided in
Sec. VIII. The magnitudes of the deviations of the ratios from
unity decrease with decreasing collision centrality. In the most
central collisions, the size of the enhancement is as large as
70% at low pT or z and 30% at high pT or z. The depletion of
charged-particle yields at intermediate pT and z is as large as
20%. In some centrality andp

jet
T ranges there is a decrease of the

fragmentation functions at the highest z values. In this region
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are the largest; more
precise measurements are needed to determine if a significant
decrease exists.

Figures 14 and 15 show the RD(z) distributions for jets in
the most central and most forward rapidity intervals, 0.0–0.3
and 1.2–2.1, respectively, for the six centrality intervals used
in this analysis and for four p

jet
T intervals: 126–158, 158–

200, 200–251, and 251–316 GeV. Figures 16 and 17 show
RD(pT ) distributions for the same jet rapidity, centrality, and
p

jet
T ranges. In all rapidity ranges, the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions have the same qualitative shape and centrality
dependence as the rapidity-inclusive results presented above.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the previous section are
further discussed and compared to theoretical models.

In order to make a direct comparison with measurements at
2.76 TeV, Fig. 18 overlays the RD(z) and RD(pT ) distributions
measured in 2.76 TeV collisions [16] on those obtained in this

FIG. 19. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) ratios for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV

(crosses). The statistical uncertainties are shown as bars and the systematic uncertainties as outlined boxes.
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FIG. 22. RD(z) for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–

251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV (crosses) compared with
calculations from the SCET model [55,56].

analysis:

N ch|cent ≡
! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]dpT,

where “cent” represents one of the six centrality intervals,
and the values of pT,min and pT,max are boundaries of the
low pT enhancement region, chosen to be 1.0 and 4.2 GeV,
respectively. In addition, the pT-weighted difference between
the same quantities is also computed:

P ch
T

""
cent ≡

! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]pTdpT.

The P ch
T |cent represents the total transverse momentum carried

by particles in the low pT enhancement region. The dependence
of N ch|cent and P ch

T |cent on p
jet
T and centrality is presented

in Fig. 23. Overall, both quantities are found to increase
as a function of p

jet
T and collision centrality. In the most

central collisions, N ch increases from approximately 1.5 to 2.0
particles over the p

jet
T range of this measurement. The amount

of transverse momentum carried by these particles increases
from approximately 2.5 to 4 GeV over the same p

jet
T range. In

peripheral collisions, the number of particles contributing to
the enhancement is much smaller, approximately 0.2 particles
carrying less than 0.5 GeV of transverse momentum in the
lowest p

jet
T range. These results are in qualitative agreement

with measurements of the same quantities in
√

sNN = 2.76
TeV Pb+Pb collisions [16]; however, the p

jet
T ranges are not

the same as used in this analysis and the p
jet
T dependence is not

reported in that measurement.
In order to quantify the rapidity dependence, the ratio of

RD(z) in the rapidity intervals 0.3–0.8, 0.8–1.2, and 1.2–2.1 to
the RD(z) in |y jet| < 0.3 is shown in Fig. 24 for p

jet
T intervals

of 126–158, 158–200, and 200–251 GeV and for 0–10%,
10–20%, and 20–30% central collisions. A similar quantity
was reported in Ref. [16] for 100–398 GeV jets at 2.76 TeV.
In that measurement, a small rapidity dependence for RD(z) is
observed at high z for jets with |y jet| < 0.8; however, no strong
conclusion could be drawn due to the size of the uncertainties.
The p

jet
T intervals used in the measurement presented here are

selected to be similar to those used in the measurement of frag-
mentation functions at 2.76 TeV. Furthermore, jets populating
the 200–251 GeV p

jet
T interval in collisions at 5.02 TeV have

similar fractions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets as jets hav-
ing pT between 126 and 158 GeV in 2.76 TeV collisions. The
ratios ofRD(z) evaluated in various rapidity intervals to the most
central rapidity RD(z) in different p

jet
T intervals suggest with a

FIG. 23. Difference between Pb + Pb collisions and pp collisions in the total yield of charged particles N ch|cent (left), and difference in the
total transverse momentum carried by charged particles P ch

T |cent (right) for particles with pT from 1 < pT < 4.2 GeV evaluated as a function
of p

jet
T for six centrality intervals. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic

uncertainties.
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FIG. 18. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) for 126–158 GeV jets for collision energies of 5.02 TeV (this analysis) and 2.76 TeV [16]. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

The shapes of the RD(z) and RD(pT) distributions are similar
for all centralities: inside the jets; the yields of particles with
low pT or z are enhanced; there is a reduction for particles
with intermediate pT or z; and the yields of particles with
high pT or z are enhanced. This is qualitatively consistent
with previous measurements of jet fragmentation at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV [14–16]; a quantitative comparison is provided in
Sec. VIII. The magnitudes of the deviations of the ratios from
unity decrease with decreasing collision centrality. In the most
central collisions, the size of the enhancement is as large as
70% at low pT or z and 30% at high pT or z. The depletion of
charged-particle yields at intermediate pT and z is as large as
20%. In some centrality andp

jet
T ranges there is a decrease of the

fragmentation functions at the highest z values. In this region
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are the largest; more
precise measurements are needed to determine if a significant
decrease exists.

Figures 14 and 15 show the RD(z) distributions for jets in
the most central and most forward rapidity intervals, 0.0–0.3
and 1.2–2.1, respectively, for the six centrality intervals used
in this analysis and for four p

jet
T intervals: 126–158, 158–

200, 200–251, and 251–316 GeV. Figures 16 and 17 show
RD(pT ) distributions for the same jet rapidity, centrality, and
p

jet
T ranges. In all rapidity ranges, the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions have the same qualitative shape and centrality
dependence as the rapidity-inclusive results presented above.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the previous section are
further discussed and compared to theoretical models.

In order to make a direct comparison with measurements at
2.76 TeV, Fig. 18 overlays the RD(z) and RD(pT ) distributions
measured in 2.76 TeV collisions [16] on those obtained in this

FIG. 19. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) ratios for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV

(crosses). The statistical uncertainties are shown as bars and the systematic uncertainties as outlined boxes.
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FIG. 22. RD(z) for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–

251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV (crosses) compared with
calculations from the SCET model [55,56].

analysis:

N ch|cent ≡
! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]dpT,

where “cent” represents one of the six centrality intervals,
and the values of pT,min and pT,max are boundaries of the
low pT enhancement region, chosen to be 1.0 and 4.2 GeV,
respectively. In addition, the pT-weighted difference between
the same quantities is also computed:

P ch
T

""
cent ≡

! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]pTdpT.

The P ch
T |cent represents the total transverse momentum carried

by particles in the low pT enhancement region. The dependence
of N ch|cent and P ch

T |cent on p
jet
T and centrality is presented

in Fig. 23. Overall, both quantities are found to increase
as a function of p

jet
T and collision centrality. In the most

central collisions, N ch increases from approximately 1.5 to 2.0
particles over the p

jet
T range of this measurement. The amount

of transverse momentum carried by these particles increases
from approximately 2.5 to 4 GeV over the same p

jet
T range. In

peripheral collisions, the number of particles contributing to
the enhancement is much smaller, approximately 0.2 particles
carrying less than 0.5 GeV of transverse momentum in the
lowest p

jet
T range. These results are in qualitative agreement

with measurements of the same quantities in
√

sNN = 2.76
TeV Pb+Pb collisions [16]; however, the p

jet
T ranges are not

the same as used in this analysis and the p
jet
T dependence is not

reported in that measurement.
In order to quantify the rapidity dependence, the ratio of

RD(z) in the rapidity intervals 0.3–0.8, 0.8–1.2, and 1.2–2.1 to
the RD(z) in |y jet| < 0.3 is shown in Fig. 24 for p

jet
T intervals

of 126–158, 158–200, and 200–251 GeV and for 0–10%,
10–20%, and 20–30% central collisions. A similar quantity
was reported in Ref. [16] for 100–398 GeV jets at 2.76 TeV.
In that measurement, a small rapidity dependence for RD(z) is
observed at high z for jets with |y jet| < 0.8; however, no strong
conclusion could be drawn due to the size of the uncertainties.
The p

jet
T intervals used in the measurement presented here are

selected to be similar to those used in the measurement of frag-
mentation functions at 2.76 TeV. Furthermore, jets populating
the 200–251 GeV p

jet
T interval in collisions at 5.02 TeV have

similar fractions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets as jets hav-
ing pT between 126 and 158 GeV in 2.76 TeV collisions. The
ratios ofRD(z) evaluated in various rapidity intervals to the most
central rapidity RD(z) in different p

jet
T intervals suggest with a

FIG. 23. Difference between Pb + Pb collisions and pp collisions in the total yield of charged particles N ch|cent (left), and difference in the
total transverse momentum carried by charged particles P ch

T |cent (right) for particles with pT from 1 < pT < 4.2 GeV evaluated as a function
of p

jet
T for six centrality intervals. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic

uncertainties.
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FIG. 22. RD(z) for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–

251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV (crosses) compared with
calculations from the SCET model [55,56].

analysis:

N ch|cent ≡
! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]dpT,

where “cent” represents one of the six centrality intervals,
and the values of pT,min and pT,max are boundaries of the
low pT enhancement region, chosen to be 1.0 and 4.2 GeV,
respectively. In addition, the pT-weighted difference between
the same quantities is also computed:

P ch
T

""
cent ≡

! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]pTdpT.

The P ch
T |cent represents the total transverse momentum carried

by particles in the low pT enhancement region. The dependence
of N ch|cent and P ch

T |cent on p
jet
T and centrality is presented

in Fig. 23. Overall, both quantities are found to increase
as a function of p

jet
T and collision centrality. In the most

central collisions, N ch increases from approximately 1.5 to 2.0
particles over the p

jet
T range of this measurement. The amount

of transverse momentum carried by these particles increases
from approximately 2.5 to 4 GeV over the same p

jet
T range. In

peripheral collisions, the number of particles contributing to
the enhancement is much smaller, approximately 0.2 particles
carrying less than 0.5 GeV of transverse momentum in the
lowest p

jet
T range. These results are in qualitative agreement

with measurements of the same quantities in
√

sNN = 2.76
TeV Pb+Pb collisions [16]; however, the p

jet
T ranges are not

the same as used in this analysis and the p
jet
T dependence is not

reported in that measurement.
In order to quantify the rapidity dependence, the ratio of

RD(z) in the rapidity intervals 0.3–0.8, 0.8–1.2, and 1.2–2.1 to
the RD(z) in |y jet| < 0.3 is shown in Fig. 24 for p

jet
T intervals

of 126–158, 158–200, and 200–251 GeV and for 0–10%,
10–20%, and 20–30% central collisions. A similar quantity
was reported in Ref. [16] for 100–398 GeV jets at 2.76 TeV.
In that measurement, a small rapidity dependence for RD(z) is
observed at high z for jets with |y jet| < 0.8; however, no strong
conclusion could be drawn due to the size of the uncertainties.
The p

jet
T intervals used in the measurement presented here are

selected to be similar to those used in the measurement of frag-
mentation functions at 2.76 TeV. Furthermore, jets populating
the 200–251 GeV p

jet
T interval in collisions at 5.02 TeV have

similar fractions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets as jets hav-
ing pT between 126 and 158 GeV in 2.76 TeV collisions. The
ratios ofRD(z) evaluated in various rapidity intervals to the most
central rapidity RD(z) in different p

jet
T intervals suggest with a

FIG. 23. Difference between Pb + Pb collisions and pp collisions in the total yield of charged particles N ch|cent (left), and difference in the
total transverse momentum carried by charged particles P ch

T |cent (right) for particles with pT from 1 < pT < 4.2 GeV evaluated as a function
of p

jet
T for six centrality intervals. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic

uncertainties.
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FIG. 18. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) for 126–158 GeV jets for collision energies of 5.02 TeV (this analysis) and 2.76 TeV [16]. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

The shapes of the RD(z) and RD(pT) distributions are similar
for all centralities: inside the jets; the yields of particles with
low pT or z are enhanced; there is a reduction for particles
with intermediate pT or z; and the yields of particles with
high pT or z are enhanced. This is qualitatively consistent
with previous measurements of jet fragmentation at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV [14–16]; a quantitative comparison is provided in
Sec. VIII. The magnitudes of the deviations of the ratios from
unity decrease with decreasing collision centrality. In the most
central collisions, the size of the enhancement is as large as
70% at low pT or z and 30% at high pT or z. The depletion of
charged-particle yields at intermediate pT and z is as large as
20%. In some centrality andp

jet
T ranges there is a decrease of the

fragmentation functions at the highest z values. In this region
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are the largest; more
precise measurements are needed to determine if a significant
decrease exists.

Figures 14 and 15 show the RD(z) distributions for jets in
the most central and most forward rapidity intervals, 0.0–0.3
and 1.2–2.1, respectively, for the six centrality intervals used
in this analysis and for four p

jet
T intervals: 126–158, 158–

200, 200–251, and 251–316 GeV. Figures 16 and 17 show
RD(pT ) distributions for the same jet rapidity, centrality, and
p

jet
T ranges. In all rapidity ranges, the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions have the same qualitative shape and centrality
dependence as the rapidity-inclusive results presented above.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the previous section are
further discussed and compared to theoretical models.

In order to make a direct comparison with measurements at
2.76 TeV, Fig. 18 overlays the RD(z) and RD(pT ) distributions
measured in 2.76 TeV collisions [16] on those obtained in this

FIG. 19. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) ratios for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV

(crosses). The statistical uncertainties are shown as bars and the systematic uncertainties as outlined boxes.
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FIG. 22. RD(z) for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–

251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV (crosses) compared with
calculations from the SCET model [55,56].

analysis:

N ch|cent ≡
! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]dpT,

where “cent” represents one of the six centrality intervals,
and the values of pT,min and pT,max are boundaries of the
low pT enhancement region, chosen to be 1.0 and 4.2 GeV,
respectively. In addition, the pT-weighted difference between
the same quantities is also computed:

P ch
T

""
cent ≡

! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]pTdpT.

The P ch
T |cent represents the total transverse momentum carried

by particles in the low pT enhancement region. The dependence
of N ch|cent and P ch

T |cent on p
jet
T and centrality is presented

in Fig. 23. Overall, both quantities are found to increase
as a function of p

jet
T and collision centrality. In the most

central collisions, N ch increases from approximately 1.5 to 2.0
particles over the p

jet
T range of this measurement. The amount

of transverse momentum carried by these particles increases
from approximately 2.5 to 4 GeV over the same p

jet
T range. In

peripheral collisions, the number of particles contributing to
the enhancement is much smaller, approximately 0.2 particles
carrying less than 0.5 GeV of transverse momentum in the
lowest p

jet
T range. These results are in qualitative agreement

with measurements of the same quantities in
√

sNN = 2.76
TeV Pb+Pb collisions [16]; however, the p

jet
T ranges are not

the same as used in this analysis and the p
jet
T dependence is not

reported in that measurement.
In order to quantify the rapidity dependence, the ratio of

RD(z) in the rapidity intervals 0.3–0.8, 0.8–1.2, and 1.2–2.1 to
the RD(z) in |y jet| < 0.3 is shown in Fig. 24 for p

jet
T intervals

of 126–158, 158–200, and 200–251 GeV and for 0–10%,
10–20%, and 20–30% central collisions. A similar quantity
was reported in Ref. [16] for 100–398 GeV jets at 2.76 TeV.
In that measurement, a small rapidity dependence for RD(z) is
observed at high z for jets with |y jet| < 0.8; however, no strong
conclusion could be drawn due to the size of the uncertainties.
The p

jet
T intervals used in the measurement presented here are

selected to be similar to those used in the measurement of frag-
mentation functions at 2.76 TeV. Furthermore, jets populating
the 200–251 GeV p

jet
T interval in collisions at 5.02 TeV have

similar fractions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets as jets hav-
ing pT between 126 and 158 GeV in 2.76 TeV collisions. The
ratios ofRD(z) evaluated in various rapidity intervals to the most
central rapidity RD(z) in different p

jet
T intervals suggest with a

FIG. 23. Difference between Pb + Pb collisions and pp collisions in the total yield of charged particles N ch|cent (left), and difference in the
total transverse momentum carried by charged particles P ch

T |cent (right) for particles with pT from 1 < pT < 4.2 GeV evaluated as a function
of p

jet
T for six centrality intervals. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic

uncertainties.
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FIG. 22. RD(z) for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–

251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV (crosses) compared with
calculations from the SCET model [55,56].

analysis:

N ch|cent ≡
! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]dpT,

where “cent” represents one of the six centrality intervals,
and the values of pT,min and pT,max are boundaries of the
low pT enhancement region, chosen to be 1.0 and 4.2 GeV,
respectively. In addition, the pT-weighted difference between
the same quantities is also computed:

P ch
T

""
cent ≡

! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]pTdpT.

The P ch
T |cent represents the total transverse momentum carried

by particles in the low pT enhancement region. The dependence
of N ch|cent and P ch

T |cent on p
jet
T and centrality is presented

in Fig. 23. Overall, both quantities are found to increase
as a function of p

jet
T and collision centrality. In the most

central collisions, N ch increases from approximately 1.5 to 2.0
particles over the p

jet
T range of this measurement. The amount

of transverse momentum carried by these particles increases
from approximately 2.5 to 4 GeV over the same p

jet
T range. In

peripheral collisions, the number of particles contributing to
the enhancement is much smaller, approximately 0.2 particles
carrying less than 0.5 GeV of transverse momentum in the
lowest p

jet
T range. These results are in qualitative agreement

with measurements of the same quantities in
√

sNN = 2.76
TeV Pb+Pb collisions [16]; however, the p

jet
T ranges are not

the same as used in this analysis and the p
jet
T dependence is not

reported in that measurement.
In order to quantify the rapidity dependence, the ratio of

RD(z) in the rapidity intervals 0.3–0.8, 0.8–1.2, and 1.2–2.1 to
the RD(z) in |y jet| < 0.3 is shown in Fig. 24 for p

jet
T intervals

of 126–158, 158–200, and 200–251 GeV and for 0–10%,
10–20%, and 20–30% central collisions. A similar quantity
was reported in Ref. [16] for 100–398 GeV jets at 2.76 TeV.
In that measurement, a small rapidity dependence for RD(z) is
observed at high z for jets with |y jet| < 0.8; however, no strong
conclusion could be drawn due to the size of the uncertainties.
The p

jet
T intervals used in the measurement presented here are

selected to be similar to those used in the measurement of frag-
mentation functions at 2.76 TeV. Furthermore, jets populating
the 200–251 GeV p

jet
T interval in collisions at 5.02 TeV have

similar fractions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets as jets hav-
ing pT between 126 and 158 GeV in 2.76 TeV collisions. The
ratios ofRD(z) evaluated in various rapidity intervals to the most
central rapidity RD(z) in different p

jet
T intervals suggest with a

FIG. 23. Difference between Pb + Pb collisions and pp collisions in the total yield of charged particles N ch|cent (left), and difference in the
total transverse momentum carried by charged particles P ch

T |cent (right) for particles with pT from 1 < pT < 4.2 GeV evaluated as a function
of p

jet
T for six centrality intervals. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic

uncertainties.
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FIG. 18. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) for 126–158 GeV jets for collision energies of 5.02 TeV (this analysis) and 2.76 TeV [16]. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

The shapes of the RD(z) and RD(pT) distributions are similar
for all centralities: inside the jets; the yields of particles with
low pT or z are enhanced; there is a reduction for particles
with intermediate pT or z; and the yields of particles with
high pT or z are enhanced. This is qualitatively consistent
with previous measurements of jet fragmentation at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV [14–16]; a quantitative comparison is provided in
Sec. VIII. The magnitudes of the deviations of the ratios from
unity decrease with decreasing collision centrality. In the most
central collisions, the size of the enhancement is as large as
70% at low pT or z and 30% at high pT or z. The depletion of
charged-particle yields at intermediate pT and z is as large as
20%. In some centrality andp

jet
T ranges there is a decrease of the

fragmentation functions at the highest z values. In this region
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are the largest; more
precise measurements are needed to determine if a significant
decrease exists.

Figures 14 and 15 show the RD(z) distributions for jets in
the most central and most forward rapidity intervals, 0.0–0.3
and 1.2–2.1, respectively, for the six centrality intervals used
in this analysis and for four p

jet
T intervals: 126–158, 158–

200, 200–251, and 251–316 GeV. Figures 16 and 17 show
RD(pT ) distributions for the same jet rapidity, centrality, and
p

jet
T ranges. In all rapidity ranges, the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions have the same qualitative shape and centrality
dependence as the rapidity-inclusive results presented above.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the previous section are
further discussed and compared to theoretical models.

In order to make a direct comparison with measurements at
2.76 TeV, Fig. 18 overlays the RD(z) and RD(pT ) distributions
measured in 2.76 TeV collisions [16] on those obtained in this

FIG. 19. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) ratios for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV

(crosses). The statistical uncertainties are shown as bars and the systematic uncertainties as outlined boxes.
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FIG. 22. RD(z) for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–

251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV (crosses) compared with
calculations from the SCET model [55,56].

analysis:

N ch|cent ≡
! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]dpT,

where “cent” represents one of the six centrality intervals,
and the values of pT,min and pT,max are boundaries of the
low pT enhancement region, chosen to be 1.0 and 4.2 GeV,
respectively. In addition, the pT-weighted difference between
the same quantities is also computed:

P ch
T

""
cent ≡

! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]pTdpT.

The P ch
T |cent represents the total transverse momentum carried

by particles in the low pT enhancement region. The dependence
of N ch|cent and P ch

T |cent on p
jet
T and centrality is presented

in Fig. 23. Overall, both quantities are found to increase
as a function of p

jet
T and collision centrality. In the most

central collisions, N ch increases from approximately 1.5 to 2.0
particles over the p

jet
T range of this measurement. The amount

of transverse momentum carried by these particles increases
from approximately 2.5 to 4 GeV over the same p

jet
T range. In

peripheral collisions, the number of particles contributing to
the enhancement is much smaller, approximately 0.2 particles
carrying less than 0.5 GeV of transverse momentum in the
lowest p

jet
T range. These results are in qualitative agreement

with measurements of the same quantities in
√

sNN = 2.76
TeV Pb+Pb collisions [16]; however, the p

jet
T ranges are not

the same as used in this analysis and the p
jet
T dependence is not

reported in that measurement.
In order to quantify the rapidity dependence, the ratio of

RD(z) in the rapidity intervals 0.3–0.8, 0.8–1.2, and 1.2–2.1 to
the RD(z) in |y jet| < 0.3 is shown in Fig. 24 for p

jet
T intervals

of 126–158, 158–200, and 200–251 GeV and for 0–10%,
10–20%, and 20–30% central collisions. A similar quantity
was reported in Ref. [16] for 100–398 GeV jets at 2.76 TeV.
In that measurement, a small rapidity dependence for RD(z) is
observed at high z for jets with |y jet| < 0.8; however, no strong
conclusion could be drawn due to the size of the uncertainties.
The p

jet
T intervals used in the measurement presented here are

selected to be similar to those used in the measurement of frag-
mentation functions at 2.76 TeV. Furthermore, jets populating
the 200–251 GeV p

jet
T interval in collisions at 5.02 TeV have

similar fractions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets as jets hav-
ing pT between 126 and 158 GeV in 2.76 TeV collisions. The
ratios ofRD(z) evaluated in various rapidity intervals to the most
central rapidity RD(z) in different p

jet
T intervals suggest with a

FIG. 23. Difference between Pb + Pb collisions and pp collisions in the total yield of charged particles N ch|cent (left), and difference in the
total transverse momentum carried by charged particles P ch

T |cent (right) for particles with pT from 1 < pT < 4.2 GeV evaluated as a function
of p

jet
T for six centrality intervals. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic

uncertainties.
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FIG. 22. RD(z) for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–

251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV (crosses) compared with
calculations from the SCET model [55,56].

analysis:

N ch|cent ≡
! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]dpT,

where “cent” represents one of the six centrality intervals,
and the values of pT,min and pT,max are boundaries of the
low pT enhancement region, chosen to be 1.0 and 4.2 GeV,
respectively. In addition, the pT-weighted difference between
the same quantities is also computed:

P ch
T

""
cent ≡

! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]pTdpT.

The P ch
T |cent represents the total transverse momentum carried

by particles in the low pT enhancement region. The dependence
of N ch|cent and P ch

T |cent on p
jet
T and centrality is presented

in Fig. 23. Overall, both quantities are found to increase
as a function of p

jet
T and collision centrality. In the most

central collisions, N ch increases from approximately 1.5 to 2.0
particles over the p

jet
T range of this measurement. The amount

of transverse momentum carried by these particles increases
from approximately 2.5 to 4 GeV over the same p

jet
T range. In

peripheral collisions, the number of particles contributing to
the enhancement is much smaller, approximately 0.2 particles
carrying less than 0.5 GeV of transverse momentum in the
lowest p

jet
T range. These results are in qualitative agreement

with measurements of the same quantities in
√

sNN = 2.76
TeV Pb+Pb collisions [16]; however, the p

jet
T ranges are not

the same as used in this analysis and the p
jet
T dependence is not

reported in that measurement.
In order to quantify the rapidity dependence, the ratio of

RD(z) in the rapidity intervals 0.3–0.8, 0.8–1.2, and 1.2–2.1 to
the RD(z) in |y jet| < 0.3 is shown in Fig. 24 for p

jet
T intervals

of 126–158, 158–200, and 200–251 GeV and for 0–10%,
10–20%, and 20–30% central collisions. A similar quantity
was reported in Ref. [16] for 100–398 GeV jets at 2.76 TeV.
In that measurement, a small rapidity dependence for RD(z) is
observed at high z for jets with |y jet| < 0.8; however, no strong
conclusion could be drawn due to the size of the uncertainties.
The p

jet
T intervals used in the measurement presented here are

selected to be similar to those used in the measurement of frag-
mentation functions at 2.76 TeV. Furthermore, jets populating
the 200–251 GeV p

jet
T interval in collisions at 5.02 TeV have

similar fractions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets as jets hav-
ing pT between 126 and 158 GeV in 2.76 TeV collisions. The
ratios ofRD(z) evaluated in various rapidity intervals to the most
central rapidity RD(z) in different p

jet
T intervals suggest with a

FIG. 23. Difference between Pb + Pb collisions and pp collisions in the total yield of charged particles N ch|cent (left), and difference in the
total transverse momentum carried by charged particles P ch

T |cent (right) for particles with pT from 1 < pT < 4.2 GeV evaluated as a function
of p

jet
T for six centrality intervals. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic

uncertainties.
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FIG. 18. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) for 126–158 GeV jets for collision energies of 5.02 TeV (this analysis) and 2.76 TeV [16]. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

The shapes of the RD(z) and RD(pT) distributions are similar
for all centralities: inside the jets; the yields of particles with
low pT or z are enhanced; there is a reduction for particles
with intermediate pT or z; and the yields of particles with
high pT or z are enhanced. This is qualitatively consistent
with previous measurements of jet fragmentation at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV [14–16]; a quantitative comparison is provided in
Sec. VIII. The magnitudes of the deviations of the ratios from
unity decrease with decreasing collision centrality. In the most
central collisions, the size of the enhancement is as large as
70% at low pT or z and 30% at high pT or z. The depletion of
charged-particle yields at intermediate pT and z is as large as
20%. In some centrality andp

jet
T ranges there is a decrease of the

fragmentation functions at the highest z values. In this region
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are the largest; more
precise measurements are needed to determine if a significant
decrease exists.

Figures 14 and 15 show the RD(z) distributions for jets in
the most central and most forward rapidity intervals, 0.0–0.3
and 1.2–2.1, respectively, for the six centrality intervals used
in this analysis and for four p

jet
T intervals: 126–158, 158–

200, 200–251, and 251–316 GeV. Figures 16 and 17 show
RD(pT ) distributions for the same jet rapidity, centrality, and
p

jet
T ranges. In all rapidity ranges, the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions have the same qualitative shape and centrality
dependence as the rapidity-inclusive results presented above.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the previous section are
further discussed and compared to theoretical models.

In order to make a direct comparison with measurements at
2.76 TeV, Fig. 18 overlays the RD(z) and RD(pT ) distributions
measured in 2.76 TeV collisions [16] on those obtained in this

FIG. 19. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) ratios for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV

(crosses). The statistical uncertainties are shown as bars and the systematic uncertainties as outlined boxes.
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Abstract: Within the context of a hybrid strong/weak coupling model of jet quenching,

we study the consequences of the fact that the plasma produced in a heavy ion collision

cannot resolve the substructure of a collimated parton shower propagating through it with

arbitrarily fine spatial resolution. We introduce a screening length parameter, Lres, propor-

tional to the inverse of the local temperature in the plasma, estimating a range for the value

of the proportionality constant via comparing weakly coupled QCD calculations and holo-

graphic calculations appropriate in strongly coupled plasma. We then modify the hybrid

model so that when a parton in a jet shower splits, its two offspring are initially treated as

unresolved, and are only treated as two separate partons losing energy independently after

they are separated by a distance Lres. This modification delays the quenching of partons

with intermediate energy, resulting in the survival of more hadrons in the final state with

pT in the several GeV range. We analyze the consequences of different choices for the value

of the resolution length, Lres, and demonstrate that introducing a nonzero Lres results in

modifications to the jet shapes and jet fragmentations functions, as it makes it more proba-

ble for particles carrying a small fraction of the jet energy at larger angles from the jet axis

to survive their passage through the quark-gluon plasma. These effects are, however, small

in magnitude, something that we confirm via checking for effects on missing-pT observables.
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Abstract Results are presented from a phenomenological
analysis of recent measurements of jet suppression and mod-
ifications of jet fragmentation functions in Pb+Pb collisions
at the LHC. Particular emphasis is placed on the impact of
the differences between quark and gluon jet quenching on the
transverse momentum (pjet

T ) dependence of the jet RAA and
on the fragmentation functions, D(z). Primordial quark and
gluon parton distributions were obtained from PYTHIA8 and
were parameterized using simple power-law functions and
extensions to the power-law function which were found to
better describe the PYTHIA8 parton spectra. A simple model
for the quark energy loss based on the shift formalism is used
to model RAA and D(z) using both analytic results and using
direct Monte-Carlo sampling of the PYTHIA parton spectra.
The model is capable of describing the full pjet

T , rapidity,
and centrality dependence of the measured jet RAA using
three effective parameters. A key result from the analysis
is that the D(z) modifications observed in the data, exclud-
ing the enhancement at low-z, may result primarily from the
different quenching of the quarks and gluons. The model is
also capable of reproducing the charged hadron RAA at high
transverse momentum. Predictions are made for the jet RAA
at large rapidities where it has not yet been measured and for
the rapidity dependence of D(z).

1 Introduction

Measurements of jet production and jet properties in ultra-
relativistic nuclear collisions provide an important tool to
study the properties of quark gluon plasma created in the
collisions. High-energy quarks and gluons produced in hard-
scattering processes can interact with and lose energy while
propagating in the plasma. Those interactions can both

a e-mail: martin.spousta@cern.ch
b e-mail: cole@nevis.columbia.edu

reduce the energy of the jets that result from the fragmen-
tation of the quarks and gluons and change the properties
of the jets. These and other “medium” modifications of the
parton showers initiated by the hard scattering [1,2] are fre-
quently collectively referred to as “jet quenching”.

Jet quenching was first observed at the LHC through the
observation of highly asymmetric dijet pairs [3] that result
when the two jets lose different amounts of energy in plasma.
Since dijet pairs for which both jets lose similar energy or,
more generally, have similar modifications will appear “sym-
metric”, other observables are needed to probe the effects
of quenching on the typical jet. Measurements of the sup-
pression of the hadron spectrum resulting from the energy
loss of the parent jets have been carried out at both RHIC
[4– 6] and the LHC [7– 9]. These show a suppression that
at the LHC varies from a factor ∼5 for hadron transverse
momentum (pT) values ∼10 GeV to a factor of ∼2 for
pT ! 50 GeV. Most jet quenching calculations that attempt
to infer medium properties such as the quenching transport
parameter, q̂ (see e.g. [10] and references therein) have relied
on the single hadron suppression results because of the theo-
retical simplicity in calculating single hadron spectra. How-
ever, the single hadron measurements have only indirect
sensitivity to the kinematics of the parent parton and little
sensitivity to the details of the modification of the parton
shower.

Recent measurements of the suppression of the jet yield in
2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC [11] are expected to
provide a more sensitive probe of the physics of jet quenching
at least through the improved correlation between the mea-
sured jet and the parent parton (shower) kinematics. Recent
measurements of the jet nuclear modification factor, RAA,
for high transverse momentum jets show a factor of ∼2 sup-
pression in the jet yield that increases slowly with increas-
ing pjet

T . The suppression is observed to vary monotonically
as a function of collision centrality and to be independent
of jet rapidity within the statistical and systematic uncer-
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Jet quenching from QCD evolution
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Recent advances in soft-collinear effective theory with Glauber gluons have led to the development of a
new method that gives a unified description of inclusive hadron production in reactions with nucleons and
heavy nuclei. We show how this approach, based on the generalization of the DGLAP evolution equations
to include final-state medium-induced parton shower corrections for large Q 2 processes, can be combined
with initial-state effects for applications to jet quenching phenomenology. We demonstrate that the
traditional parton energy loss calculations can be regarded as a special soft-gluon emission limit of the
general QCD evolution framework. We present phenomenological comparison of the SCETG-based results
on the suppression of inclusive charged hadron and neutral pion production in

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 2.76 TeV lead-lead
collisions at the Large Hadron Collider to experimental data. We also show theoretical predictions for the
upcoming

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ≃ 5.1 TeV Pbþ Pb run at the LHC.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.93.074030

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding parton shower formation and evolution is
central to perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD)
[1]. Parton showers connect the short-distance physics of
hard, large Q 2 scattering with the long-distance nonper-
turbative dynamics of hadronization; govern the formations
of jets [2,3]; and control the evolution of parton distribution
and fragmentation functions through the standard
Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) evo-
lution equations [4–6]. High energy scattering processes
naturally present a multiscale problem, ideally suited to
effective field theory treatment. Indeed, over the past
decade many of the advances in understanding parton
shower formation and the resummation of large logarithms
that arise from ratios of energy and momentum scales in
eþ þ e−, eþ p and pþ p have come from the well-
established soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) [7–11],
an effective theory of QCD for jet physics. Recently, SCET
has been extended to describe jet propagation in matter,
where the physical interactions with the medium are
mediated via Glauber gluon exchange [12–14]. The result-
ing effective theory SCETG has been used to derive all
O ðαsÞ 1 → 2 medium-induced splitting kernels [15] and
discuss higher order O ðα2sÞ corrections to the medium-
modified jet substructure [16].
Such advances in the theory of in-medium parton

shower formation have allowed us to overcome some of

the inherent limitations of the traditional energy loss
approach in nucleus-nucleus (Aþ A) collisions (see for
example [17]) and to unify our understanding of energetic
particle and jet production in pþ p and Aþ A [18]. In the
current paper, we provide the details of the implementation
of the in-medium QCD evolution-based framework and
give an extended discussion of the connection between the
energy loss approach and our new method for evaluating
hadron production in the soft-gluon emission limit. To
address charged hadron and neutral pion production in
Pbþ Pb reactions at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 2.76 TeV, we combine the
medium-modified fragmentation functions with initial-state
cold nuclear matter effects. We find that this theoretical
model gives a good description of ALICE, ATLAS and
CMS experimental measurements [19–22] of jet quench-
ing, the attenuation in the production rate of energetic
particles and jets in heavy ion reactions relative to the pþ p
baseline scaled by the number of elementary nucleon-
nucleon interactions introduced in [23]. While limited
theoretical predictions for open heavy flavor at higher
center-of-mass energies have been made available [24],
results on light hadron production are generally absent from
the literature. We take this opportunity to present theoreti-
cal predictions for the anticipated Pbþ Pb run at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ≃
5.1 TeV at the LHC. We note that the in-medium evolution
approach has been previously applied to semi-inclusive
deep inelastic scattering [25,26].
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,

we discuss the strengths and limitations of the traditional
energy loss approach to facilitate our comparison with the
new QCD evolution technique. In Sec. III, we provide
details on how to derive the full medium-induced splitting
functions and fix the virtual correction pieces through

*ytchien@lanl.gov
†aze2001@columbia.edu
‡zkang@lanl.gov
§ovanesyan@umass.edu
¶ivitev@lanl.gov
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FIG. 24. Ratio of the rapidity-selected RD(z) distributions to the RD(z) distributions measured in |y jet| < 0.3 for three p
jet
T ranges and three

centrality intervals. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.

FIG. 25. Comparison of the measured ratio of the rapidity-selected RD(z) distributions to the RD(z) distributions measured in |y jet| < 0.3
and the same quantity evaluated in the hybrid model [51] for Rres = 3 and in the EQ model [21]. The comparison with the hybrid model is done
for three p

jet
T ranges in 0–10% central collisions. The comparison with the EQ model is shown for 126–158 GeV p

jet
T interval. The vertical bars

on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the shaded bars indicate systematic uncertainties. The band represents the statistical
uncertainty of the calculations.
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• ɣ-jet fragmentation functions


• Comparison to inclusive jet 
fragmentation functions


• Additional relative 
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Figure 4: Ratio of the fragmentation function for jets azimuthally balanced with a high-pT photon, between that
in 30–80% Pb+Pb collisions and pp collisions (left panels) and 0–30% Pb+Pb collisions and pp collisions (right
panels). Results are shown as a function of charged particle pT (top panels) or z (bottom panels), for photon-tagged
jets (this measurement, black points) and for inclusive jets in psNN = 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions [7, 14] (see text,
red points). Hatched bands and vertical bars show the total systematic and statistical uncertainties, respectively, for
each measurement.
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• Fragmentation functions:


• Comparison between pp and Pb+Pb
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D(pT) ≡
1

Njet

dnch

dpT

RD(pT) ≡
D(pT)PbPb

D(pT)pp
RD(z) ≡

D(z)PbPb

D(z)pp

D(z) ≡
1

Njet

dnch

dz
[z ≡ pT cos(r/pjet

T )]

From Fragmentation Functions…
R = 0.4  

(jet cone)

Jet axis



• Radial distribution (r < 0.6)


• Comparison to pp at 5 TeV 
 
 

D(pT, r) ≡
1

Njet

1
2πr

d2nch(r)
drdpT

[r < 0.6]

RD(pT,r) ≡
D(pT, r)PbPb

D(pT, r)pp

…to radial dependence

r > R  
(out of cone)

r < R  
(in cone)

r = R
(jet cone) Jet axis
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Challenges
• Large underlying event


• Strongly dependent on


• Centrality


• Track pT


• Distance from jet axis


• Underlying event depends on eta and 
flow


• Determined using minimum bias events 
in the same centrality class with no jet


• Measurement is unfolded
�17
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Radial distribution
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Radial distribution
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Radial distribution
• Broadening for low pT particles, narrowing for high pT particles
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Radial distribution
• Broadening for low pT particles, narrowing for high pT particles
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Modification of radial distribution
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Modification of radial distribution
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• Enhancement for particles with pT < 4 GeV

Modification of radial distribution
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• Enhancement for particles with pT < 4 GeV

• Depletion for particles with 4 < pT < 63 GeV

Modification of radial distribution
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Centrality dependence

• Enhancement for particles with pT < 4 GeV

• Depletion for particles with 4 < pT < 63 GeV

• Smooth transition between centralities

Modification of radial distribution
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Centrality dependence

• Enhancement for particles with pT < 4 GeV

• Depletion for particles with 4 < pT < 63 GeV

• Smooth transition between centralities

Modification of radial distribution
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Centrality dependence

• Enhancement for particles with pT < 4 GeV

• Depletion for particles with 4 < pT < 63 GeV

• Smooth transition between centralities

Modification of radial distribution
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Conclusions
• Fully unfolded measurements of jet fragmentation


• Low and high z enhancement, mid z, pT 
depletion


• Jet broadening at low track pT, narrowing for 
high track pT


• Extension of previous jet fragmentation function 
measurements


• Jet pT, jet rapidity, radial dependence, flavor 
fraction (?)


• Comprehensive ATLAS Jet Physics program to 
constrain the physics of jet energy loss


• Looking forward to the run next month, and are 
excited to measure the larger Pb+Pb dataset


• Public ATLAS Heavy Ion Results

�20

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/HeavyIonsPublicResults


Backup
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Challenges at low pT
• Shown here as 

 (Signal+Background)/Signal


• Up to 0.05 at low pT


• Strongly dependent on centrality and 
track pT


• Corrections for flow, eta dependence, 
and underlying event - Jet energy 
resolution correlation

�22
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FIG. 2. Ratio of the measured charged-particle distributions before and after the subtraction of the UE and fake tracks as a function of pch
T

for p
jet
T in the range 126–158 GeV for 0–10% (left), 30–40% (middle), and 60–80% (right) centrality. The uncertainties are smaller than the

marker size in all cases for which there is a significant UE.
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weight on a track-by-track basis, assuming pch
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T . While
that assumption is not strictly valid, the efficiency varies
sufficiently slowly with ptruth

T that the error introduced by this
assumption is less than 1%.

Tracks which are not correlated with the jet need to be
subtracted from the measured distributions; these tracks come
from both fake tracks and the UE. In Pb+Pb collisions,
contributions to the fragmentation functions from the charged
particles originating from the UE in Pb+Pb collisions are
subtracted. This contribution is evaluated as a function of
charge particle z or pch

T , y jet , p
jet
T , and the collision centrality.

Additionally, the measured track yields in pp and Pb+Pb
collisions are corrected for the presence of fake tracks.

The UE contribution is determined for each measured jet
using a grid of R = 0.4 cones spanning the full coverage of
the inner detector and following the method introduced in
Ref. [14]. The method is applied to events containing jets
included in the analysis. The cones have a fixed distance
between their centers chosen such that the inner detector
acceptance is uniformly covered while avoiding overlaps.
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FIG. 22. RD(z) for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–

251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV (crosses) compared with
calculations from the SCET model [55,56].

analysis:

N ch|cent ≡
! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]dpT,

where “cent” represents one of the six centrality intervals,
and the values of pT,min and pT,max are boundaries of the
low pT enhancement region, chosen to be 1.0 and 4.2 GeV,
respectively. In addition, the pT-weighted difference between
the same quantities is also computed:

P ch
T

""
cent ≡

! pT,max

pT,min

[D(pT)|cent − D(pT)|pp]pTdpT.

The P ch
T |cent represents the total transverse momentum carried

by particles in the low pT enhancement region. The dependence
of N ch|cent and P ch

T |cent on p
jet
T and centrality is presented

in Fig. 23. Overall, both quantities are found to increase
as a function of p

jet
T and collision centrality. In the most

central collisions, N ch increases from approximately 1.5 to 2.0
particles over the p

jet
T range of this measurement. The amount

of transverse momentum carried by these particles increases
from approximately 2.5 to 4 GeV over the same p

jet
T range. In

peripheral collisions, the number of particles contributing to
the enhancement is much smaller, approximately 0.2 particles
carrying less than 0.5 GeV of transverse momentum in the
lowest p

jet
T range. These results are in qualitative agreement

with measurements of the same quantities in
√

sNN = 2.76
TeV Pb+Pb collisions [16]; however, the p

jet
T ranges are not

the same as used in this analysis and the p
jet
T dependence is not

reported in that measurement.
In order to quantify the rapidity dependence, the ratio of

RD(z) in the rapidity intervals 0.3–0.8, 0.8–1.2, and 1.2–2.1 to
the RD(z) in |y jet| < 0.3 is shown in Fig. 24 for p

jet
T intervals

of 126–158, 158–200, and 200–251 GeV and for 0–10%,
10–20%, and 20–30% central collisions. A similar quantity
was reported in Ref. [16] for 100–398 GeV jets at 2.76 TeV.
In that measurement, a small rapidity dependence for RD(z) is
observed at high z for jets with |y jet| < 0.8; however, no strong
conclusion could be drawn due to the size of the uncertainties.
The p

jet
T intervals used in the measurement presented here are

selected to be similar to those used in the measurement of frag-
mentation functions at 2.76 TeV. Furthermore, jets populating
the 200–251 GeV p

jet
T interval in collisions at 5.02 TeV have

similar fractions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets as jets hav-
ing pT between 126 and 158 GeV in 2.76 TeV collisions. The
ratios ofRD(z) evaluated in various rapidity intervals to the most
central rapidity RD(z) in different p

jet
T intervals suggest with a

FIG. 23. Difference between Pb + Pb collisions and pp collisions in the total yield of charged particles N ch|cent (left), and difference in the
total transverse momentum carried by charged particles P ch

T |cent (right) for particles with pT from 1 < pT < 4.2 GeV evaluated as a function
of p

jet
T for six centrality intervals. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic

uncertainties.
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FIG. 22. RD(z) for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–

251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV (crosses) compared with
calculations from the SCET model [55,56].
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T |cent represents the total transverse momentum carried
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jet
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in Fig. 23. Overall, both quantities are found to increase
as a function of p

jet
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central collisions, N ch increases from approximately 1.5 to 2.0
particles over the p

jet
T range of this measurement. The amount

of transverse momentum carried by these particles increases
from approximately 2.5 to 4 GeV over the same p

jet
T range. In
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with measurements of the same quantities in
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TeV Pb+Pb collisions [16]; however, the p
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the same as used in this analysis and the p
jet
T dependence is not

reported in that measurement.
In order to quantify the rapidity dependence, the ratio of

RD(z) in the rapidity intervals 0.3–0.8, 0.8–1.2, and 1.2–2.1 to
the RD(z) in |y jet| < 0.3 is shown in Fig. 24 for p

jet
T intervals

of 126–158, 158–200, and 200–251 GeV and for 0–10%,
10–20%, and 20–30% central collisions. A similar quantity
was reported in Ref. [16] for 100–398 GeV jets at 2.76 TeV.
In that measurement, a small rapidity dependence for RD(z) is
observed at high z for jets with |y jet| < 0.8; however, no strong
conclusion could be drawn due to the size of the uncertainties.
The p

jet
T intervals used in the measurement presented here are

selected to be similar to those used in the measurement of frag-
mentation functions at 2.76 TeV. Furthermore, jets populating
the 200–251 GeV p

jet
T interval in collisions at 5.02 TeV have

similar fractions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets as jets hav-
ing pT between 126 and 158 GeV in 2.76 TeV collisions. The
ratios ofRD(z) evaluated in various rapidity intervals to the most
central rapidity RD(z) in different p

jet
T intervals suggest with a

FIG. 23. Difference between Pb + Pb collisions and pp collisions in the total yield of charged particles N ch|cent (left), and difference in the
total transverse momentum carried by charged particles P ch

T |cent (right) for particles with pT from 1 < pT < 4.2 GeV evaluated as a function
of p

jet
T for six centrality intervals. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic

uncertainties.
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FIG. 17. Ratios of D(pT) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated in four p
jet
T ranges for

jets with 1.2 < |y jet| < 2.1. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic
uncertainties. Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

VII. RESULTS

In this section, results are presented of the measurement
of the D(z) and D(pT) distributions for jet pT between 126
and 398 GeV and six centrality intervals in Pb+Pb collisions;
the same distributions are presented in pp collisions for the
same p

jet
T ranges. In order to study the effects of hot dense

matter on the jet fragmentation process, ratios of Pb+Pb
fragmentation functions to pp fragmentation functions are
evaluated.

The D(z) and D(pT) distributions in pp collisions are
shown in Fig. 6. The corresponding distributions in Pb+Pb
collisions are shown in Figs. 7–11.

In order to quantify the difference in the fragmentation
functions between Pb+Pb and pp collisions, the ratios of D(z)
and D(pT) distributions measured in Pb+Pb collisions to those
measured in pp collisions, RD(z) and RD(pT ), are shown in
Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. In each figure, the shaded boxes
indicate systematic uncertainties and the vertical bars show the
statistical uncertainties.
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FIG. 16. Ratios of D(pT) distributions in six centrality intervals of Pb+Pb collisions to pp collisions evaluated in four p
jet
T ranges for jets

with |y jet| < 0.3. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded bands indicate systematic uncertainties.
Centrality decreases from top to bottom panels and p

jet
T increases from left to right panels.

so they are combined in quadrature to obtain the total system-
atic uncertainty.

The correlations between the various systematic compo-
nents are considered in evaluating the ratios of Pb+Pb to pp
fragmentation functions. The unfolding and the MC nonclo-
sure are each taken to be uncorrelated between the two collision
systems. All other uncertainties are taken to be correlated.
For the correlated uncertainties, the ratios are re-evaluated by
applying the variation to both collision systems; the resulting

variations of the ratios from their central values are used as the
correlated systematic uncertainty. The uncorrelated uncertain-
ties are added in quadrature. Each systematic uncertainty is as-
sumed to be fully correlated with itself between different rapid-
ity bins. The systematic uncertainty from each source, except
the nonclosure of the unfolded distributions and the residual
misalignment of the tracking detectors, is bin-to-bin correlated.
The total systematic uncertainties of the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions are shown in Fig. 5 for one selected p
jet
T range.
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FIG. 18. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) for 126–158 GeV jets for collision energies of 5.02 TeV (this analysis) and 2.76 TeV [16]. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

The shapes of the RD(z) and RD(pT) distributions are similar
for all centralities: inside the jets; the yields of particles with
low pT or z are enhanced; there is a reduction for particles
with intermediate pT or z; and the yields of particles with
high pT or z are enhanced. This is qualitatively consistent
with previous measurements of jet fragmentation at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV [14–16]; a quantitative comparison is provided in
Sec. VIII. The magnitudes of the deviations of the ratios from
unity decrease with decreasing collision centrality. In the most
central collisions, the size of the enhancement is as large as
70% at low pT or z and 30% at high pT or z. The depletion of
charged-particle yields at intermediate pT and z is as large as
20%. In some centrality andp

jet
T ranges there is a decrease of the

fragmentation functions at the highest z values. In this region
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are the largest; more
precise measurements are needed to determine if a significant
decrease exists.

Figures 14 and 15 show the RD(z) distributions for jets in
the most central and most forward rapidity intervals, 0.0–0.3
and 1.2–2.1, respectively, for the six centrality intervals used
in this analysis and for four p

jet
T intervals: 126–158, 158–

200, 200–251, and 251–316 GeV. Figures 16 and 17 show
RD(pT ) distributions for the same jet rapidity, centrality, and
p

jet
T ranges. In all rapidity ranges, the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions have the same qualitative shape and centrality
dependence as the rapidity-inclusive results presented above.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the previous section are
further discussed and compared to theoretical models.

In order to make a direct comparison with measurements at
2.76 TeV, Fig. 18 overlays the RD(z) and RD(pT ) distributions
measured in 2.76 TeV collisions [16] on those obtained in this

FIG. 19. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) ratios for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV

(crosses). The statistical uncertainties are shown as bars and the systematic uncertainties as outlined boxes.
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FIG. 18. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) for 126–158 GeV jets for collision energies of 5.02 TeV (this analysis) and 2.76 TeV [16]. The
vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertainties while the boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

The shapes of the RD(z) and RD(pT) distributions are similar
for all centralities: inside the jets; the yields of particles with
low pT or z are enhanced; there is a reduction for particles
with intermediate pT or z; and the yields of particles with
high pT or z are enhanced. This is qualitatively consistent
with previous measurements of jet fragmentation at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV [14–16]; a quantitative comparison is provided in
Sec. VIII. The magnitudes of the deviations of the ratios from
unity decrease with decreasing collision centrality. In the most
central collisions, the size of the enhancement is as large as
70% at low pT or z and 30% at high pT or z. The depletion of
charged-particle yields at intermediate pT and z is as large as
20%. In some centrality andp

jet
T ranges there is a decrease of the

fragmentation functions at the highest z values. In this region
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are the largest; more
precise measurements are needed to determine if a significant
decrease exists.

Figures 14 and 15 show the RD(z) distributions for jets in
the most central and most forward rapidity intervals, 0.0–0.3
and 1.2–2.1, respectively, for the six centrality intervals used
in this analysis and for four p

jet
T intervals: 126–158, 158–

200, 200–251, and 251–316 GeV. Figures 16 and 17 show
RD(pT ) distributions for the same jet rapidity, centrality, and
p

jet
T ranges. In all rapidity ranges, the RD(z) and RD(pT )

distributions have the same qualitative shape and centrality
dependence as the rapidity-inclusive results presented above.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the results from the previous section are
further discussed and compared to theoretical models.

In order to make a direct comparison with measurements at
2.76 TeV, Fig. 18 overlays the RD(z) and RD(pT ) distributions
measured in 2.76 TeV collisions [16] on those obtained in this

FIG. 19. RD(z) (left) and RD(pT ) (right) ratios for three p
jet
T ranges: 126–158 GeV (circles), 200–251 GeV (diamonds), and 316–398 GeV

(crosses). The statistical uncertainties are shown as bars and the systematic uncertainties as outlined boxes.
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Figure 3: Fragmentation function in pp events as a function of charged particle pT (left) or z (right). Results are
shown for the measured distribution for photon-tagged jets (black), the analogous generator-level distribution in
P����� 8 events (green), and for the measured distribution for inclusive jets in a similar jet pT range (red). The
shaded bands correspond to the total systematic uncertainties on the data.

and 0.49 nb�1 of Pb+Pb collision data at psNN = 5.02 TeV with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The
kinematic selections are chosen to ensure a topology with a single leading jet with large quark jet fraction
for study. In pp collisions, the photon–tagged jet fragmentation functions are systematically harder than
those measured in data for inclusive jets, consistent with the expectation based on this flavor di�erence.
Furthermore, they are reasonably well described by event generator simulations. In Pb+Pb collisions, the
fragmentation pattern of photon–tagged jets is observed to be modified through interaction with the hot
nuclear medium. In 30–80% Pb+Pb events, the modification pattern and overall magnitude is consistent
with that for inclusive jets at a similar pT range. However, jets in photon–tagged events are systematically
more strongly modified in 0–30% Pb+Pb events, to a degree not observed in inclusive jets. Since previous
studies by ATLAS of the rapidity and pT-dependence of fragmentation function modification suggest
that the flavor-dependence of such e�ects is small, these di�erences may arise in part from the di�erent
initial jet pT distributions selected in each analysis. Thus these results raise interesting questions about
the interplay of the flavor and kinematic selection of jets with their overall energy loss and modification
in high-energy nucleus–nucleus collisions.
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